Senator Gerard Rennick
facebook.com/gerard.rennick/posts/309155121021590

From Sue who had to overcome a deal of pain to get this message out.
“Hi my name is Sue this is my story.
4 months ago I was told to get the jab for work not wanting it but needed it for work so went
to doctors and without any questions from doctor sent me to nurse to get it done knowing full
well I have guiltman disease.
I went down extremely fast and was completely paralysed to the point couldn't talk walk or
have feelings to go to toliet my pottassiam dropped to an all time low nearly unconscious
.Ambulance been rang and rushed in ive spent weeks in hospital with people in with same
problems.
Was discharged in wheelchair only to return back ten days later with pottassiam dropped to
death level kept saying was from jab but only to be told by jnr doctors know has nothing to do
with it
my pottassiam had again dropped from 4.6 to very low levels so back on heart
monitors again and various ivs
got my speech back but no feelings in left arm nor legs .discharged after a lengthy stay again I
did post on a fb site which my doctor found and had a phone link up for medical reasons to
be threatened if I didn't take it down couldn't treat me anymore so I did .4 months later I'm
in and all the time .
I was riding
nearly every day and working very physically demanding work before this .I
had to have catherder as I was paralysed the pain was extremely excruciating so was on all
sorts of pain killers. Today 4 months on I am walking some days still have no feeling in left
hand brain fog memory problems and sight problems im on 4800 mgs of pottassiam a day
and still end up on drips .I'm speaking out now as I was silenced before but no more .
I still have black outs falling down stairs or getting out of bed to find ive got no feelings in my
legs and fall.excuse my writing as ive have problems with speech and something not quite
right I miss words .
And now told I have to have vaccination again I can't I believe I would die or end up a
vegetable 12 months ive been told to be able to recover what to risk it again ive been told that
my last visit to doctors that I will no get another exemption
well no income coming in and can't work anyway let alone go shopping my parents and
brother have been helping me picking me off floors and ringing ambulances for me seizures
in hospital shaking uncontrollable to the point its frighting for my children which I can no
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longer look after no help from ndis as doctors won't diagnose as they have to admit fault to
jab I could go on and on .I just people need to know it does affect people in many different
ways.”
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